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Abstract: Hindi is a language of masses. It is the national language of India and widely popular in Indian subcontinent. It is important to develop interactive system which comprehend Hindi language. This article presents the
implementation of Hindi speech recognition system. The systems have been developed on HTK-Toolkit V 3.4 in Linux
environment (Ubuntu 10.04.3 LTS). The Hindi speech recognition system has been developed for 101-word vocabulary
size. Each word is uttered for a number of times to capture all the acoustic variability’s. The system has been developed
in two parts namely front-end and back-end. Front-end part covers preprocessing and feature extraction while back-end
covers acoustic modeling, language modeling and recognition.The comparative analysis shows that MFCC perform
better in same training and testing conditions while PLP perform better in mismatch conditions while both the feature
extraction techniques outperform LPCC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In last fifty years, many speech recognition strategies have
been given proposed and implemented. These strategies
span many sciences, which includes signal processing,
pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, statistics,
information theory, probability theory, computer
algorithms, psychology, linguistics, and even biology.
Automatic speech recognition has been matured markedly
during this time. This is due in part to the increase in
available computing power, and in part to more
sophisticated modelling techniques. The introduction of
the HMM in the 1970s [1-2], and a statistical framework
for ASR, has proven the most successful approach to date,
and is the basis for current state-of-the-art speech
recognizers. Speech recognition system for Hindi language
is developed using HTK-Toolkit. The system is developed
for limited vocabulary size of 101 words. The developed
system recognizes isolated as well as connected words and
gives the output transcriptions in Hindi. The system is
developed using two approaches, the firstly the system is
model for original Hindi words and secondly the system is
model for English transcribed words where the English
transcribed system gives the output in Hindi text by using
lookup table. In the comparative study of feature
extraction module, three feature extraction techniques are
compared namely, MFCC, PLP and LPCC.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The developed speech system mainly consists of two
modules: front-end module and back-end module. Firstly,
data preparation is carried out. All the words of the
vocabulary are uttered a number of times. Since speech
sound cannot be directly processed by speech recognition
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system because an acoustic signal is an analog signal.
Acoustic signal have to be represented in a more compact
and efficient form which is achieved using acoustic
analysis. Back-End module is used to generate the system
model which is to be used during testing [9-10].
A. Data Preparation
To implement a speech recognition system, a basic
requirement is speech and text corpus. In this
implementation work self-developed speech and text
corpus is used. A unidirectional Sony microphone of 120
VA is used for the preparation of speech corpus. Data is
collected using 4 people (3 males, 1 female). Recording is
done using system command brec. The properties of data
are: sample is taken at sampling rate of 16000 Hz, bit rate
16-bit and the file format is PCM .wav. HTK also supports
.sig file format, but it has compatibility issues. This file
format is only supported by HTK, while .wav file format
is supported by many other recognition tools. Data is
prepared for limited vocabulary size of 101 words. Each
word is uttered for ten times, so that speech corpus can
capture most of the acoustic variability’s. Text corpus is
prepared manually using wave surfer. It takes lots of
human hours but manually prepared speech and text
corpus produce better results, if it is prepared with proper
precautions [7-8].
System vocabulary of 101 words
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B. Feature Extraction
The acoustic signal is cannot be directly processed by the
computer. Hence pre-processing is carried out to convert
the input acoustic speech signal into a form that can be
processed by the recognizer. During pre-processing, firstly
the speech input is converted into the digital form. To
convert the speech signal into the digital form, sampling
can be done at the rate of 8000 Hz to 48000 Hz or any
other sampling rate which is supported by the soundcard
of system.
Speech recognition system cannot process digital
waveforms directly. These have to be represented in a
more compact and efficient way. For the purpose to reduce
the dimensionality of the speech signal on the typical order
of 80:1, feature extractors maintain much of the relevant
characteristics of the original speech and eliminate the
extraneous information for this, firstly digitized input is
flattened using filters and then essential features having
acoustic correlation with the speech input are extracted
using feature extraction.
MFCCMel Frequency Cepstral Generation [3] The final
procedure for the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC) consist of performing the Inverse DFT on the
logarithm of the filter bank output .The inverse DFT
reduces to a Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT). The
DCT has property to produce highly uncorrelated features.
The DCT of filter bank output is given by
1
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human hearing, because the ear is more sensitive to
spectral peaks than spectral valleys. Hence an all pole
model is useful not only because it may be a physical
model for a signal, but because it is a perceptually
meaningful parametric representation for a signal.
III. COMPARATIVE FEATURE PARAMETER
The experimental parameter for MFCC, PLP, and LPCC
are as follows: Since the experiment uses same corpus the
input file specification is similar in all parameters table.
Such as file format, sampling rate, bit rate, type of
channel. In the experiment same type of window is also
used. The main difference can be seen in target kind and
number of coefficient. The complete list of parameters and
their value are given in the table[5-6].
TABLE I PARAMETERS OF MFCC
S.No

Parameter

Value

1

Input File Format

.wav

2

Sampling Rate

3
4

Bit Rate (bits
sample)
Type of Channels

5

Window Size

250000.0 (25 msec.)

6

Frame Periodicity

100000.0 (10 msec.)

7

Window used

Hamming

8

Number of Filter-bank
channels
Target Kind

26

9

16000Hz
per

(1)
10

PLP Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) method proposed
by [4] demonstrated a further improvement over the LPCC
which takes advantage of three principal characteristics
derived from the psycho-acoustic properties of the human
hearing viz., spectral resolution of the critical band, equal
loudness curve adjustment and application of intensityloudness power law.
LPCC
Linear prediction [5] is a good tool for analysis of speech
signals. Linear predication models the human vocal tract
as an infinite impulse response (IIR) system that produces
the speech signal. In speech coding, the success of LPC
have been explained by the fact that an all pole model is a
reasonable approximation for the transfer function of the
vocal tract. All pole models is also appropriate in terms of
Copyright to IJARCCE
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Vocabulary: The system is developed on a limited size
vocabulary. The system is developed for 101 words.
System performs well for any combination of these words
for making sentences.
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Number of MFCC
Coefficients
Pre-emphasis
Coefficient
Length of Cepstral
Liftering
Energy Normalisation

11
12
13

16
Mono

MFCC_0_D_A
(MFCC with energy,
delta
(Δ)
and
acceleration
(ΔΔ)
coefficients.
12
0.97
22
True

TABLE IIPLP PARAMETERS
S.No
1
2
3

Parameter
Input File Format
Sampling Rate
Bit Rate (bits per sample)

Value
.wav
16000Hz
16

4
5

Type of Channels
Window Size

6

Frame Periodicity

Mono
250000.0
(25 msec.)
100000.0
(10 msec.)
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Window used
Number of Filter-bank
channels
Target Kind
Number
of
PLP
Coefficients
Pre-emphasis Coefficient
Length
of
Cepstral
Liftering
Energy Normalisation

Hamming
26
PLP_0 (PLP
with Energy)
13
0.97
22
True

LPC provides good model of speech signal. It is a
Production based method. Speech sample at time n can be
represented as a linear combination of p previous samples.
LPC represents low dimension feature vectors using
spectral envelope and provides linear characteristics. LPC
leads to a reasonable source-vocal tract separation.
TABLE III LPC PARAMETERS
Target Kind

Number of LPCCPESTRA
Coefficients

LPCCPESTRA
(Linear
Predictive
Cepeatrial
Coefficient)
12

The recognition result uses all three feature extraction
techniques; the speech recognition system uses same
testing data to produce the result for all the three feature
extraction techniques. The experimental result shows that
MFCC feature extraction technique produces more
accurate results.
The system was tested using the test data prepared
separately by a set of speakers. Each speaker was asked to
utter some words of the vocabulary. Some test data was
collected from the training data. Four speakers were
selected to collect the test data. Out of these four speakers,
two were those used for collecting the training data. Thus
test data contains three types of sounds: sound used for
training the system, sound spoken by the speaker whose
other sound files were used for training the system, and
sounds of a speaker that does not participate in training.
Recognition results in Fig. 2 show that LPCC, MFCC,
PLP produces 89.56%, 92.17%, 90.04 % respectively
correct recognition. While in general field conditions the
percentage of correct word recognition is respectively
85.21, 86.08 and 87.82.
TABLE IV COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF FEATURE
EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

LPCC

Test
Condition

Training
1

Training
2

Trail
1

Trail
2

Clear

50

55

60

65

Field

46

53

51

56

Clear

45

52

48

51

Field

49

55

52

56

Clear

46

52

49

51

Field

48

54

51

55

Clear

48

53

50

53

MFCC

PLP

% Correct Recognition

The features has been compared in clean environment and
in general field conditions with known and unknown
speakers (known speakers means their data sample is
recorded in corpus while known speakers means system
does not have their samples). Fig. 1 shows the output of
each feature extraction technique respectively. Table IV
presents the recognition results in terms of number spoken
words and number of recognize word. The recognition
results shows that the MFCC is better when testing and
training conditions are same but in mismatch condition
PLP outperforms MFCC, while both the MFCC and PLP
perform better that LPCC in clean environment and
general field conditions.

Feature
Extraction
Technique

100
90
80
70
60
50

89.56 92.17 90.04
85.21 86.08 87.82
Clean
Field Condition

LPCC MFCC PLP

Fig. 2 Percentage of Correct Recognition
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 1Recognition Results of Feature Extraction
Techniques
Copyright to IJARCCE

The experimental results of feature comparison show that
MFCC is better when testing and training conditions are
same but in mismatch condition PLP outperforms MFCC,
while both the MFCC and PLP perform better than LPCC
in clean environment and general field conditions. It has
been found that the system is performing well with more
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vocabulary-size compared to the other reported similar
works. This implementation opens an area for the
development of system for large vocabulary size and
improvement of the system’s accuracy for unknown
speakers.
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